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HOLISTIC 
VEGAN 

TREATMENTS
FOR MARISTEL

BY SE ASKIN LIFE

Unisex vegan Eco-cosmetics 

100% organic

Made in Spain

Pure active ingredients 

C.O Spain (Country of origin)

Fresh and natural Unadulterated

High Effective

Daily use

SEASKINLIFE.COM

http://SEASKINLIFE.COM


 SMELL THE BOTANICAL EXPLOSION, 

FEEL THE VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY RISE, 

BREATHE THE MEDITERRANEAN ESSENCE

SMELL
YOUR
PLANET
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CONSCIOUS
WELLNESS

Experience, Attraction, Reverence

Smell the Planet Wellness Menu, designed by SeaSkin Life, 
seeks to bring awareness to Well-being Ritual. Our treatments 
pursue to release the emotional and mental state that 
influences the radiant and healthy appearance of the skin. 

Smell the Planet Oils Collection works with the energetic synergy of 

100% pure and naturally infused plant oils to restore emotional and 

physical well-being. Most of the 100% organic active ingredients come 

from Biodynamic crops with D.O. Spain. Our oils are manufactured in 

a crescent moon and cold-extracted to preserve all their effectiveness 

and power.
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 HOLISTIC VEGAN 
TREATMENTS

A CONCEPT OF WELLNESS WILDLY CONSCIOUS.

Raise the vibrational frequency and feel the energetic renewal 
through our Holistic Ayurvedic massages.

BODY TREATMENTS:
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RITUAL SOL
CORPORAL

 ENERGY AND STRENGTH VIBRATION  | 60 min. 80€

Body treatment of high intensity helps to release muscle tension 

and increase blood flow, helping to eliminate toxins and improving 

muscle tissue. Its aromatherapy calms, refreshes, and energizes.

INGREDIENTS: 

Sunflower, Avocado, Coconut and Sweet Almond oils, 

Aromatherapy of Orange, Lemongrass and Cedarwood.
PHYSICAL BENEFITS: 

Antioxidant, detoxifying and anti-aging. Leaves skin smooth and 

healthy. 
EMOTIONAL BENEFITS: 

The synergy of organic oils balances the body, brings vital 

strength, security and confidence.
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RITUAL TIERRA
CORPORAL

PRESENT STATE VIBRATION. | 60 min. 80€

Body treatment of moderate to high intensity helps to free the 

muscles of tension and contractures to establish a healthy body 

posture. Its aromatherapy connects us with the now and calms 

the mind.

INGREDIENTS: 

Sunflower, Sesame and Olive oil, Verbena and Orange A.E.

PHYSICAL BENEFITS:

Luce a splendid skin.

Antioxidant and circulatory power.

EMOTIONAL BENEFITS:

Motivates to action, mindfulness and present awareness.
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RITUAL LUNA
CORPORAL

LOVE AND PEACE VIBRATION. | 60 min. 80€

Release stress through a full body massage, with gentle and 

moderate compression. The feeling of relaxation is intensified by 

its aromatherapy.

INGREDIENTS: 

Avocado, Sunflower, and Ylang Ylang
A.E of Ylang Ylang, Cedarwood, Juniper, Clove and Geranium.
PHYSICAL BENEFITS:

Radiant and luminous skin, great regenerating and antioxidant power.
EMOTIONAL BENEFITS:

Helps to vibrate in love, peace and goodness, transforms emotions 
and enhances femininity and sensuality.
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FOCUSED MASSAGE 
CORPORAL

Our massages have a therapeutic objective; we work both to 

favour the repair of specific musculature and body tissues, as well 

as to balance the functioning of the nervous system and achieve 

an internal sensation of relaxation, confidence and well-being. 

 TIEMPOS: 30 min. 50€

Focused leg
This focused leg massage works from the area of the buttocks to 

the feet. The muscles and deep body tissues are massaged after 

physical exercise by pressing fingers and hands using moderate 

to strong intensity, releasing the musculature of tensions and 

contractures, and stimulating blood circulation and tissue repair. 

Focused shoulders, neck and face
Another localised massage focuses on the shoulders, neck and 

face muscles and body tissues are massaged by the pressing of 

fingers and hands using mild to moderate intensity, especially in 

states of anxiety and stress, releasing the muscles of tensions and 

contractures, and favouring a state of mental tranquillity.
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